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Granite

Our granite is classed by
the thicknesses, color,

veins, the country where it
was quarried, and rarity.

Everything you
need to know
about

Granite is the hardest
natural stone for home
decor, inside and outside.
Granite countertops exude
classic elegance while
also offering outstanding
durability. When you
choose granite, you
choose the last set of
countertops your home
will ever need. With proper
care and maintenance,
your granite countertops
will deliver the same look
and performance for
decades to come. 



Granite
Care & Maintenance

Characteristics 

Needs to be sealed
to protect it from
stains at least
once a year. Avoid
chemical-based
cleaners, they can
damage the
sealant. 

White granite
countertops may
need sealing more
frequently than
darker colors,
because they are
more likely to show
stains.

Use a soft cloth to
dust the surface,
or wipe it down
with water or a
mild soap.

Heat
Resistant

Scratch
Resistant

Easy to
clean

Highly
durable

For an extra
cleaning, use a stone
cleaner with a
neutral pH.

Oily stains may be
removed by applying
mixed baking soda
and dish soap.

NEVER use abrasive
cleansers or hash
chemicals.
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Marble

Our marble is available in
different thicknesses as

well as many colors, veins,
and textures.

Everything you
need to know
about

Marble is a natural and
sophisticated stone for
home decor. Marble
countertops are not only
beautiful, but they’re a
great investment. Marble
is one of the most elegant
and luxurious stones with
a beauty that will last for
generations. It’s a timeless
choice that with the proper
care can last for years to
come.



Marble
Care & Maintenance

Characteristics 

Needs to be sealed
to protect it from
stains at least
once a year. Avoid
chemical-based
cleaners, they can
damage the
sealant. 

Vinegar, citrus, and
tomato will etch
marble, wipe up
spills immediately.

Wash it down with
water and soap,
wipe with a wet
towel, and then dry
the countertop
with an absorbent
towel. 

Heat
Resistant

Ages
beautifully

Best
suited for
bathrooms

Susceptible to
stains if not
sealed

Be sure to remove
stains before they
become permanent.
That way your
marble countertop
will always look
great.

NEVER use abrasive
cleansers or acidics
substances.
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Quartzite

Our quartzite is available
in different thicknesses,

and many colors and
veins.

Everything you
need to know
about

Quartzite is a natural
metamorphic stone, long-
lasting, easy to maintain,
and very versatile for full
house use. Quartzite is a
natural stone and it is
similar to granite,
including hardness and
durability. The stone
formation make it highly
resistant to heat and acids
that cause etching.



Quartzite
Care & Maintenance

Characteristics 

Needs to be sealed
to protect it from
stains at least
once a year. Avoid
chemical-based
cleaners, they can
damage the
sealant. 

Looks like marble,
but is easier to
maintain.

Clean only with
soap and water.

Heat
Resistant

Scratch
resistant

Easy to
clean

Hard and
durable

Disinfectant wipes
are acceptable to
use if you have a
spill.

NEVER use solvents,
100% bleach, or
ammonia to clean.

Quartzite are
extremely scratch
resistant, but avoid
cutting directly on
your countertop.
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Quartz

Our quartz is available in
different thicknesses,

many colors and finishes.

Everything you
need to know
about

Quartz is a man-made
stone composed of quartz
resin, long-lasting and
easy to maintain. Quartz
has eye-catching colors
and looks. You can find
everything from fire-engine
red to apple green, browns,
blacks, creams, and
everything in between.
Many designs even include
recycled glass or metallic
flecks to add extra interest
and beauty. 



Quartz
Care & Maintenance

Characteristics 

No need to be
sealed, it is stain
resistant.

Cleaning: use soap,
water and a soft
cloth or paper
towel.

Abrasive cleansers
or cleansers that
contain bleach
should not be used
with quartz. 

Quartz can be
damaged by direct
exposure to heat.
Use heating pads
when you need to
put hot pots or
pans on it.

Water
Resistant

Many color
options

Easy to
clean

Durable Polished quartz
needs to be cleaned
gently to maintain
the shinny surface.

Avoid using metal
knives and utensils
directly on the
countertop. Metal
may scratch the
quartz. 
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Porcelain

Our porcelain is available
in different thicknesses,

many colors and finishes.

Everything you
need to know
about

Sintered Slab, well known
by porcelain, is a man-
made stone of sinterized
stone particles. Porcelain
has become increasingly
popular in the design
community due to its
durability and versatility.
Porcelain is ideal for
kitchen countertops,
porcelain kitchen
backsplashes, walls,
floors, fireplace facades,
bathroom vanities, and
more.



Porcelain
Care & Maintenance

Characteristics 

No need to be
sealed, it is stain
resistant.

Porcelain is easy to
clean. Substances
cannot penetrate
the material.
Usually, only a
damp cloth is
sufficient for
cleaning. 

Stains created by
food and other
substances are
easy to remove.

Aggressive
cleaning agents
don't affect the
surface.

Heat
Resistant

Scratch
Resistant

UV
Resistant

Water
Resistant

It is not advisable to
use waxes, oily
soaps, impregnating
agents or other
treatments on the
surface, because its
application is not
necessary. 

Do not hit your
porcelain countertop
with a blunt and
heavy objects. It
could chip or even
break.

Cold
Resistant

Chemical
Resistant


